We present an extension of the Standard Model (SM) without supersymmetry, which we use to calculate order of magnitude values for the elements of the quark mass matrices in the SM. Our model have the following characteristics a) give only tree level mass to top quark, b) generates approximately , using the top quark as seed, the RRR-textures correspondent to the solution wich have three texture zeroes in M u and two texture zeroes in M d , c) fixes one horizontal scale of O(10 TeV). The specific model described here is one horizontal extension of the standard model SU(3) × SU(2) L × U(1) Y × Z 11 with Z 11 a subset of an abelian extension already presented [2] .
Hierarchical Radiative Quark and Lepton Mass Matrices
In an early reference [5] a model was constructed based in an extension Z 8 ×Z 5 of the Standard Model that generated radiative mass for all quarks and leptons using the top quark as seed. The Z 8 assignaments for quarks and leptons was puted by hand to obtain properly mass matrices. The Z 5 is included to prevent conflict with experimental results. The assignaments of quarks and scalars under Z 8 that generated quark masses are shown in Table 1 . Table 1 Z 8 Quarks Scalars (cb, cs, cd, tb, su) R , (sc) L
The scalars bosons φ 1 , φ 2 are doublets under SU (2) and singlets under SU(3), whereas the ζ's are color triplets and SU(2) singlets, and ψ is a color triplet as well as an SU (2) triplet. The upper indices in them denote their charges and the pairs in parentesis that the follow denotes the couplings between quarks that permit they. So the L sector of quarks, asummed to transform under Z 8 as shown in Table 1 , fixes the acquisition of radiative masses: in the line coresponding to Z 8 = 0 appear that d will obtain its mass from c L (this mass will be write as zm 1 ), u will obtain its mass from s L , b will obtain their mass from t L (m 5 ) all they trough ζ 1 ; s will obtain one mass from c (m 2 ) trough ζ 2 ; and other from b (m 4 ) trough ψ; c from t trough ψ, all according with comment in [3] : "An interesting feature of the cascade mechanism [1] is that it couples the up quarks to the strange and bottom quarks and couples the down quarks to the charm and top quarks trough the higher order corrections, thus providing a natural explanation, for the observation m u < m d ". On the other hand the R sector fixes the mixing between quarks: in the line Z 8 = +4 we can see that c will mix with b R , s R , d R trough ζ 2 , this will conduct to non-diagonal entries diferent from zero in the first and second lines of M d ; the single couplings b with s R trough ζ 4 , c with t R trough ζ 3 , t with b R trough ζ 2 and s with u R trough ζ 2 imply no mixing and therefore the third line of M d will have only M 33 = 0 and M u will be diagonal. In this assignament, Z 8 = 0 for the third doublet of quarks and to put the same Z 8 for all the down right sector and the same Z 8 for all the up right sector (see Table 1 ), minimizes the numbers of scalars. When we put all join, we obtain the following cascade :
(1) that define the following mass matrices
and M u = diag (m u , m c , m t ). The first line is a factor z smaller that the second line of M d , where the parameter z is naturally smaller than 1 because involves ζ 1,2 mixing in the first line versus just ζ 2 exchange in the second line. The ζ 5 involves a new mixing by permiting that Z 8 survives when the diagram that generate mass for c is introduced. The assignments in Table 1 have a important detail: you should note that every Yukawa coupling sum 0 under Z 8 except b
that appear in Table 1 how ζ 2/3 4 (bs) R . This sum −6 under Z 8 , it in turn should to require the assignament +6 for ζ 4 but it is equal to −2 moduli 8.
Note that there are other posibilities to asign the duoblet left quark assignments that fixes the same acquisition of radiative masses simply rerotuling the family index. This imply assign new Z n numbers, with n to be determined, for right quarks so that we can obtain M u diagonal and M d how in Eq. 2 (This requires one or two assumptions over the scalar mixings aditional to the prohibition that ψ −1/3 not mix with ζ 1,2 in Ref. [1] ).
The rupture of the degeneration of Z 8 in the right quark sector and the rotulation of the family index of the left quark sector, will lead to new scalars and will remain the posibiltiy that Z 8 will be expanded a little for to guarantee that all Yukauwa couplings remain invariant under the new Z n . One posible assignment with this charateristics and that minimizes n, is the assignaments of quarks and scalars under Z 9 that appear in Table 2 : Table 2 Z 9 Quarks Scalars
where we interchanged the family left doublet index coresponding to the second and third families. The cascade in this case is
This is just the hypercharges assignments that we obtain naturaly from an horizontal abelian extension of the standard model presented in [2] whose anomalies vanish simultaneosly with the generation of only a tree-level mass for the top quark it is made with a properly assignament of the horizontal hypercharges introduced: δ, δ ′ and zero between the quarks leptons and the doublet of Higgs, this particular choose that satisfies the characterisics required, define the MARK model. Indeed the MARK model is the only of one wide spectrum of horizontal extensions of the standard model that both guarantee anomaly cancelation and generation of mass to tree-level only for the top quark [3] . If in this model we choose one of the posibles permutations that assign the family index 3 to the third family so that only the u 3 quark that acquire tree level mass, associating the family index 2 with horizontal hypercharge zero and doing the other horizontal hypercharges δ ′ and δ equal to −2 and 3 respectively then we obtain the assignaments corresponding to Table 2 . It is posible thanks to that Z n (in particular Z 9 ) is a subgrop of U(1). This reinforces the words of E. Ma in Ref [1] when he said "The specific model proposed is based on Z 8 × Z 5 but it should only be considered as an ilustrative example".
Today is accepted that both M u and M d are non-daigonal, however we will take adventage of the simplicity that the matriz in Eq.2 to develop a general method of bound the parameters of the model trough the Flavor Changing Neutral Currents induced by the new Z ′ of U(1) and will postpone to later sections the discusions of more properly mass matrices.
Flavor changing neutral currents in
Now we put Q = T 3 + Y 2 /2, with Y 2 the hypercharge of the standard model, and Y 1 is the horizontal hypercharge. For simplicity, let us introduce one SU(2) L doublet φ 1 and one SU(2) L singlet χ, both of them developing vacuum expectation values:
H QNs for χ and φ 1 are (1, 0, δ) and (2, −1, 2δ ′ ) respectively [3] . The neutral part of scalar lagrangian
generates the following 3 × 3 mass matrix for gauge bosson when the spon-taneous breakdown occurs:
This matrix is symmetrical and may be, in principle, diagonalizad by an ortogonal transformation, but this require to known the eigenvalues explicetely. However, |M| = 0 and therefore has an eigenvalue equal to zero. We can find your eigenvector V 1 , then we can construct two vectors ortogonal to it, say V 2 and V 3 , such that when we will do the tansformation
where
T . In this way, there exits a Q ortonormal matrix that mixing Z µ and Z ′ µ and diagonalize M ′ 2 . In the new basis we can write
Yet the mixing angle in Q cannot be write explicetely in terms of g 1 , g 2 , g, Y 1φ , Y 1χ and v 1 , v 2 we can obtain equations that join them they [4] . Z 1 , Z 2 , A µ are the physical states and the Z ′ boson of the standard model is, in this model, a mixing of them. In this line is important to note that M ′ 2 22 in Eq. (7) is the same that the term of mass for Z in the standard model, it's the reason why we identify this element with M 2 ZZ and of other hand photon appear in this scale. From a cosmological point of view, we can think that a suficiently high energies when the symmetry SU(2)
, any basis represent the physical states, in this way when v 2 = 0 but the standard model yet not break (v 1 = 0), M ′ will be diagonal and rank 1, the physical states can be representated by A µ (the photon), Z with zero mass and Z ′ with mass
Is in this scale that we can obtain restrictions on the parameters of Eq. (8) 
where Z 1 and Z 2 are the physical bosons. Expressing the Eq. (9) in terms of the gauge boson of stantard model Z and the new gauge boson Z ′ trough the mixing angle ϕ for the Flavor Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) we have
where Y H donotes the horizontal hypercharge. Note that the contibution of Z disappear and the mixing angles do not enter explicitelly.
Denoting
T the weak eigenstates, we can write in this basis the neutral currents coupled with the extra neutral vector boson Z ′ 2
Here, we use the Y H assignments of the partucular anomaly free version of SU(2) L × U(1) Y × U(1) H that we used in the previous section and taht we called MARK model, remember that it assigns only Yukawa tree level mass to the
and
Here δ and δ ′ are the hypercharges of the Mark I model. In one standard notation, the mass matrices for quarks can be diagonalized by making the biunitary transformations
where the mass eigenstates are U = (u c t)
Now we use a particular chooses of V 's coming from the mass matrices for M d and M u given in the previous section. 
where (24) Note that the FCNC are severely restricted in the third family. From (11) we have now
Next, we want to consider possible constraint that arise from experimental in the K 0 −K 0 system. In particular, from Eqs. (25), (23) and (24), we can write the flavor-changing verticedγ µ s
Now from (26) we obtain at first order in g 1 the effective lagrangian
Moreover, defining ∆m K = m K 1 − m K 2 , where K 1 and K 2 represent the neutral K mass eigenstates, we obtain
The experimental value for the mass differences are [7] ∆m K = (3.522 ± 0.016) × 10 15 GeV (29)
By using m K ≈ 0.5 GeV, we obtain
Assuming now that the contribution (28) to ∆m K /m K , coming from the Z ′ exchange, is less than the experimental value given in (30), we obtain the bound
or, by using Eq. (8) and putting Y 1χ = 3 according to a Z 9 standar model horizontal extension, see Table 2 , we obtain
In both cases we have used f K ≈ 0.16 GeV and all other values from [6] . In order to obtain numerical estimations, we have taken the "bag constans" B K [7] equal to one.
With the methods of developed we may now go to more general and properly mass matrices.
Radiative generation of both M u and M d non diagonals
Now we will need show explicetely all couplings complatibles with U(1) H . In order to obtain more realistic mass matrices that those in the section 1 we will change the notation remain the index 3 so that only u 3 quark that acquire tree level mass but associating now the family index 1 with horizontal hypercharge zero, Eqs.(A1) to (A3) ref. [8] .
If only permit that appear diquarks scalars ζ and ψ, both color triplet but SU(2) singlets and S(2) triplets respectively, then we have
where ǫ ijk is the permutation symbol and F l ijk , H l ijk , are antisymmetric in the flavor space [9] . The horizontal hypercharges of the scalars can be read directly of each vertex and from Eq.(12,yr) with the second and third lines permuted.
The strategy to follow for a determined cascade is: first I choose as input a convenient ansätz for quark mass matrices, this fixes the cascade mechanism, then, step by step, I construct each mass or mixing seeing what new mass or mixing appear with the same exchange of scalars. If the news are no compatible, automatically the propossed exchnage of scalars stay forbidden and I search for other way of generate the mass or mixing involved. I repeat the process to reach the last "drop of cascade". This imply that only a number limited of ansätz are compatible with Eq.(33). We turn now to see if preperly quark mass matrices can be found by this method.
In Reference [11] were found all possibles (symmetric or hermitian) mass matrices having texture zeros at the unification scale. A survey of all five texture zero 3 structures yields a total of five possibbe solutions wich are presented in Table 1 of [12] using λ, essentially the (1,2) matrix element of the CKM matrix, as an expansion parameter. This solutions will be called the RRR-Textures. Should stress that these are approximate forms in the sense that the texture zeros should be interpreted as being zero only up order that does not significantly change the masses and mixing angles. We put m b ∼ λ 2 m t and will reinterpret the other entries as being radiative corrections using the top quark as sed and therefore the texture zeros are higher order radiative corrections such as does not significatly change the masses and mixing angles in leading order, then using SU(2) L ×U(1) Y ×U(1) H as is decribed in [3] and Eq (eq:lhe), we found that only one the five solutions compatible with the MARK model in [3] trough Eq (eq:lhe). It is the solution 1 corresponding to the following RRR-Textures
3 Altough six texture zeros is the maximum possible, no examples were found consistent This matrice may be generated through the following cascade
where the notation is the similar that in section 1 except that we now do not write explicitely the quarks involved in each diagram but replace the inner quarks but the corespondient matrix element M u or d ij under the line and the matrix element correspondient to the new generated mass over the line and the left quark stay now to the right of the each diagram. The diquarks used and their charges are defined in Eq (eq:lhe). We do not write explicitely the table of hypercharges for this cascade but it give to rise a Z 11 structure for quark and scalars horizontal charges.
In the next section we turn to the problem of determ the bounds from FCNC due to Z ′ when the matrices on Eq.(34) are used. Therefore the next section can ve aplyed if we would obtain the same matrice for other method.
Flavor changing neutral currents in
SU (2)⊗ U (1) ⊗ U ′ (1
) models from RRR-Textures
In the previous section we show how the only solution compatible with the RRR-Textures[11] was the solution 1 [11, 12] that correspond to
This matrices can be diagonalizad by numerical methods with any package because that diagonalization matrices of (35) are the same that ones for m t = m b = 1, so that, the only that you need is put λ = 0.22. However, we like mantain the control of order in lambda, so that an analytical diagonalization is more recomendable. It is just done in [13] trough of perturbative methods.
In a e-mail comunication, one of authors explain how do it:
"Thanks for your interest in our paper. Using Mathematical package may not help much. I did it analytically. I suggest you check it the same way too. It's all simple matrix perturbation theory. Look up any quantum mechanics text for the formulae. I used 2nd order perturbation result for the eigenvalues (Eq.6), and 1st order perturbation result for the eigenstates. For example Eq.4 is constructed by putting in the eigenstates with normalization factors neglected. It's an effective approximation, not exact results. I found Mathematical packages not very good at factorizing and simplifying algebraic expressions. But I suppose if you take the output and simplfy it on your own, taking care of the approxiamtions involved, you will find a consistent answer.
You are welcomed for any questions, or discussions. I am a student too. If you are aware of our other papers, we need this texture analysis for horizontal symmetry model building, which is what my Ph.D. dissertation would be about.
Regards, Otto" Indeed, doing the diagonalization using the quantum mechanical equations for perturbation theory, I successfuly in reproduce the Eqs. (4) and (6) of [13] . Aplying this results of [13] to the case of Eq(35), we obtain
with
T the weak eigenstates, we can write in this basis the neutral currents coupled with the extra neutral vector boson Z ′ 4
Here, we use the Y H assignments of the particular anomaly free version of
Here δ and δ ′ are the horizontal hypercharges of the quarks in the model. The mass matrices for quarks are symmetrics and they can be diagonalized by making the unitary transformations
Now we use a particular chooses of V 's coming from the mass matrices for M d and M u given in Eq.(35). When this matrices are introduced in
we obtain 
Note that the FCNC are ausent in the sector up of the third family. From (38) we have now 
Now from (50) to (52) we obtain at first order in g 1 the effective lagrangian
Moreover, defining ∆m P = m P 1 −m P 2 , where P 1 and P 2 represent the neutral P , D and B mass eigenstates, we obtain
The experimental value for the mass differences are [7] ∆m K = (3.522 ± 0.016) × 10 15 GeV (55) Assuming now that the contribution (54) to ∆m P /m P , coming from the Z ′ exchange, is less than the experimental value given in (58), we obtain the bound M Z ′ g 1 > 1.7 × 10 6 λ δ ′ 2 + δ 2 GeV (59)
We have used f K ≈ 0.16 GeV and f D ≈ 0.2 GeV and all other values from [6] . In order to obtain numerical estimations, we have taken the "bag constans" B K equal to one, adn uses the lattice calculation B B d f B d ≈ 0.22 [7] . On the other hand, using the equation for
we obtain Now, we set, for example, Y 1χ = δ + δ ′ (see Ref [3] ) to prevent that the χ neutral Higgs generate three level masses. To obtain an estimative for horizontal hypercharges we fix the cascade within a Z n ⊂ U(1) H . The minimal Z n that we found was for n = 5. There δ ′ = 1, δ = 3 so that Y 1χ = 4. Putting all this in Eq.(63), we finally obtain the bounds for horizontal scale: It is a pleasure to thank Professor W. Ponce for his valuable guidance during this work.
